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A Topographically Organized
Gamma-AminobutyricAcid Projection
From the Ventral Pallidum to the Nucleus
Accumbens in the Rat
LYNN CHURCHILL AND PETER W. KALIVAS
Department of Veterinary and Comparative Anatomy, Pharmacology, and Physiology,
Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164-6520

ABSTRACT
Anatomical and electrophysiological studies have indicated that a reciprocal projection
from the ventral pallidum back to the nucleus accumbens exists and has functional relevance.
In this study, the topographical projection from the ventral pallidum to the nucleus accumbens
was examined by using retrograde tracing with fluoro-gold iontophoresed in subcompartments
of the nucleus accumbens in rats combined with either in situ hybridization for glutamic acid
decarboxylase and preproenkephalin mRNA or substance P immunoreactivity. Deposits made
into the medial nucleus accumbens preferentially labeled neurons in the medial ventral
pallidum, while deposits into the dorsolateral nucleus accumbens, at or lateral to the anterior
commissure, labeled primarily cells in the dorsal and lateral ventral pallidum. A mediolateral to
rostrocaudal topography was also observed, with the medial deposits preferentially labeling
cells in rostra1 ventral pallidum and the lateral deposits resulting in retrogradely labeled cells in
the ventral pallidum below the crossing of the posterior anterior commissure (subcommissural)
as well as below the globus pallidus (sublenticular). The majority of cells retrogradely labeled
with fluoro-gold were double-labeled for glutamic acid decarboxylase mRNA. In contrast, very
few retrogradely labeled neurons in the ventral pallidum were double labeled for mRNA for
preproenkephalin. These data demonstrate a topographically organized projection from the
ventral pallidum to the nucleus accumbens that is primarily y-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-ergic
and reciprocal to the GABAergic projection from the nucleus accumbens to the ventral pallidum. D 1994 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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basal forebrain

The nucleus accumbens (NA) represents a component of
the ventral striatum; it receives afferents from the neocortex, allocortex, and ventral mesencephalon and projects to
pallidal and mesencephalic regions (Heimer and Wilson,
1975; Heimer, 1978; Haber et al., 1985; Zahm and Heimer,
1988). Mogenson and colleagues (1980) hypothesized that
the NA and its efferents to the ventral pallidum (VP: were
acting as an interface between the limbic cortex, which
provides the emotional context for environniental stimuli,
and the extrapyramidal motor system, which provides the
appropriate motor response to the stimuli. This region has
recently been proposed to be involved in motivation and
reward, especially with respect to the psychoactive drugs,
and the corresponding clinical implications have instigated
a surge in the analysis of the anatomical and neurochemical
organization of the NA and its projection to the VP
(Mogenson et al., 1993; Deutch et al., 1993; Kalivas et al.,
1993; Napier, 1993).
o 1994 WILEY-LISS, INC.

The integrative function of the NA was originally perceived as the center of a funnel of information from the
prefrontal cortex and limbic cortices (hippocampus and
amygdala) that consisted of excitatory afferents that were
regulated by the dopaminergic input from the ventral
mesencephalon (Mogenson et al., 1993). Recently, compelling evidence from anatomical and physiological studies
indicates that functionally distinct cortical areas project in
a strict topographical manner to the NA, which maintains
this topography through the VP and its specific efferents
(Groenewegen et al., 1993). In the dorsal striatopallidothalamic pathway, these functionally segregated pathways
operate in parallel with each other, controlling various
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GABAERGIC PALLIDAL-ACCUMBAL PROJECTION
aspects of motor activity (Alexander et al., 1986). In the
ventral striatopallidothalamic pathway, a similar functional segregation of parallel pathways has been suggested.
Specific regions of prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and hippocampus, which involve different aspects of motivational
behavior, innervate different regions of the NA (Graybiel,
1990).
A dense projection from the NA to the VP is well described
(Heimer and Wilson, 1975; Nauta et al., 1978; Haber et al.,
1985; Heimer et al., 1991). The VP is considered a subcommissural extension of the globus pallidus and contains large
portions of areas previously identified as the substantia
innominata, the lateral preoptic area, and the polymorph
layer of the olfactory tubercle (Heimer and Wilson, 1975;
Zahm, 1989; Haber et al., 1990). Partly on the basis of the
immunohistochemical localization of neuropeptides, the
VP is divided into ventromedial and dorsolateral compartments (Zahm and Heimer, 1988). Thus, immunoreactive
enkephalin fibers are most dense in the dorsolateral VP,
and neurotensin immunoreactivity distributes primarily to
the medial VP, while substance P fibers are equally distributed in both compartments. The neurons supplying the
three neuropeptide transmitters, enkephalin, neurotensin,
and substance P, as well as the dense y-aminobutyric acid
(GABA)-ergicinnervation to the VP are located to a great
extent in the NA (Haber and Nauta, 1983; Zahm et al.,
1985; Sugimoto and Mizuno, 1987; Zahm and Heimer,
1988; Napier, personal communication). The projection
from the NA has mediolateral topographical organization.
Thus, the medial and ventral regions of the NA, corresponding to the accumbal shell (NA shell) project preferentially to
the medial VP, while the dorsolateral compartment, the
accumbal core (NA core), and the ventromedial striatum
project primarily to the dorsolateral VP (Churchill et al.,
1990; Heimer et al., 1991; Zahm and Brog, 1992).
Anatomical studies have identified a projection from the
globus pallidus back to the striatum that reciprocates the
striatopallidal projection (Staines et al., 1981; Beckstead,
1983). A portion of these neurons have axonal collaterals
that project to both the striatum and the substantia nigra
(Staines and Fibiger, 1984). Likewise, anatomical and
physiological studies have identified a functionally relevant
projection from the VP back to the NA that reciprocates the
ventral striatopallidal projection (Phillipson and Griffiths,
1985; Spooren et al.,1991; Hakan et al., 1992; Kuo and
Chang, 1992; Brog et al., 1993; Groenewegen et al., 1993).
Spooren et al. (1991) provided a topographic analysis of the
projection from the subcommissural globus pallidus and
extended amygdala to the caudate putamen and NA in cats,
while Brog et al. (1993) and Groenewegen et al. (1993)
described the topography of this projection in rats. These
studies reveal a projection that is organized, in part as
topographically reciprocal to the projection from the NA to
the VP. Thus the medial VP innervates primarily the NA
shell. However, the lateral VP was found to project to both
the NA shell and the NA core (Brog et al., 1993; Groenewegen et al., 1993). In the present study, small iontophoretic
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deposits of the retrograde tracer fluoro-gold were made into
the NA to permit detailed analysis of the topography of the
projection from the VP to the NA.
The neurotransmitters contained in the projection from
the VP to the NA have not been determined. Kuo and
Chang (1992) found that these neurons were not cholinergic but that some of the larger neurons contained parvalbumin, a calcium-binding protein, which has been found in
GABAergic neurons, suggesting that a portion of these
neurons may be GABAergic. In the present study, the
projection was evaluated by double-labeling with the retrograde tracer fluoro-gold and in situ hybridization for the
expression of mRNA for the GABA-synthetic enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) or for the enkephalin
precursor preproenkephalin (PPE).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animal housing and surgery
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Simonsen Laboratories, Gilroy, CA; Bantam-Kingman, San Francisco, CA) were housed
in groups of four on a 12/12 hour light/dark cycle with
lights on a t 07:00, and food and water were available ad
libitum. When the rats attained a weight of 250-350 g, they
were anesthetized with Equithesin (3.0 ml/kg, i.p.) and
mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus. Three percent fluorogold (Fluorochrome, Inc., Englewood, GO) was dissolved in
either 0.1 M acetate or cacodylate buffer (pH 3.3 or 7.2,
respectively) and loaded into cleaned (95% ethanol) glass
microfilament capillary pipettes with tips 20-40 pm in
diameter. Iontophoresis of fluoro-gold was performed at 4
pA with a pulse current of 7 seconds on and 7 seconds off,
and the duration was adjusted to alter the size of the
fluoro-gold deposit over a range of 10-15 min (see Fig. 1).A
total of 42 rats were used in this study. In 25 rats, tissue
was evaluated for the expression of mRNA for GAD and
PPE. In six rats, relatively thick sections were made (50
pm) that were double labeled for substance P immunoreactivity. In the remaining 11 rats, the deposition of fluorogold was not successful. Five of these misses are illustrated
in Figure 1(Nos. 25-28,311.

In situ hybridization

Five days following the iontophoretic deposit of fluorogold, rats were given an overdose of pentobarbital and
perfused transcardially with phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS; pH 7.4; 100 ml) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS (pH 7.4; 300 ml). The brains were stored at 4°C in 2%
paraformaldehyde plus 25% sucrose overnight and then
frozen on dry ice. Coronal tissue sections (14 bm thick)
were thaw mounted onto slides and stored at -70°C. In situ
hybridization with oligonucleotide probes (48 mer) was
performed for GAD (bases complementary to 704-751 of
the feline GAD67mRNA, Kobayashi et al., 1987) or PPE
mRNA (bases complementary to 388-435 of the rat PPE
mRNA, Yoshikawa et al., 1984) on near-adjacent sections,
as described by Churchill et al. (1991). Briefly, terminal
labeling of the oligonucleotide probe with S5S-ATP (New
England Nuclear, Boston, MA) was performed with a
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase kit (Bethesda ReFig. 1. A-H. Location of fluoro-gold iontophoretic deposits in the
search Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD). The probe was
nucleus accumbens (NA) compartments and adjacent brain nuclei of 14 diluted to 3-5 x 105 dpmi40 pl with hybridization buffer,
bm sections used for in situ hybridization. The drawings and cornpartmental boundaries are based on the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1986). and 36 p1 of the mixture was placed on each tissue section
ac, anterior commissure; Sh, NA shell; C,NA core; CPu, caudate- after the tissue was acetylated and then delipidated with
increasing concentrations of ethanol and chloroform. The
putamen; VP,ventral pallidum. Scale bar = 1.0 mm.
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sections were incubated overnight at 37"C, and the hybridization buffer was washed off, followedby a series of washes
in increasing stringencies of 0.15 M NaC1/0.015 M sodium
citrate buffer. Following a brief dip in distilled water and
70% ethanol, the sections were dried and dipped in NTB 2
nuclear track emulsion (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY)
diluted 1:l with distilled water. After an exposure time of 5
days to 6 weeks, the emulsion was developed, fixed and
mounted with 2.5% 1,4-diazobieyclo[2,2,2]octanein glycerol. Hybridizations with radiolabeled sense sequences for
each oligonucleotideprobe were used to control for specificity.

polyclonal antibody (1:1,000; Immuno Nuclear Corp, Stillwater, MN). The slices were incubated overnight at room
temperature, washed twice with PBS, and reincubated with
rhodamine-conjugated sheep-antirabbit antibody for 90
minutes at room temperature. The tissue sections were
washed twice with PBS and mounted on gelatin-coated
slides, and the substance P immunoreactivity was evaluated using a fluorescence excitor filter (546 nm).

RESULTS
Iontophoretic deposits

Identification of neurons double labeled
for fluoro-goldand GAD or PPE mRNA

Figure 1 summarizes the location of the core of the
fluoro-gold deposits in the sections where double labeling
with in situ hybridization was evaluated. The dashed lines
Retrogradely labeled neurons were charted with the aid represent the borders for the NA core and NA shell as
of a Nikon microscope equipped with a drawing tube, a interpreted by Paxinos and Watson (1986). The deposits
fluorescence excitor filter in the ultraviolet range (330-380 were distributed medial-to-lateral, dorsal-to-ventral, and
nm), and barrier filter at 420 nm. Likewise, clusters of rostral-to-caudal to investigate the topography of this prosilver grains, indicating GAD or PPE mRNA, were charted jection. Around the core of the deposit is a halo of fluorowith the aid of a darkfield condenser. Neurons double gold (not shown in Fig. 1).Figure 2 shows halo and core for
labeled with fluoro-gold and mRNA were identified by the fluoro-gold deposits in two types of sections. Figure
switching between fluorescence and darkfield to verify that 2A-C illustrates iontophoretic deposits in coronal sections
a given cluster of silver grains was directly over a fluores- (14 pm thick) from animals used for in situ hybridization,
cent cell. With this technique, double-labeledneurons could while Figure 2D-F illustrate the sites in thicker coronal
be identified with confidence. The chartings of the fluores- sections (50 km thick) used for double labeling with the
cent cells were overlain onto an enlargement of a low-power substance P immunoreactivity. Examples of fluoro-gold
darkfield photograph for the drawings of the individual deposits in the thinner sections are in the medial NA core
sections. The intense clustering of GAD mRNA-containing (Fig. 2A; rat 2 in Fig. l ) , in the center of the NA shell (Fig.
cells in the VP was used to define the borders of the VP,and 2B; rat 42 in Fig. l),and just ventral to the lateral ventricle
the opacity of the fiber systems in the darkfield was used to where the dorsal edge of the NA shell and NA core merge
define the fiber landmarks, such as the medial forebrain (Fig. 2C; rat 14 in Fig. 1).Examples of the deposits in the
bundle and anterior commissure.
thicker sections are in the dorsolateral NA core (Fig. 2D),
more caudal NA shell (Fig. 2E), and just outside the NA
Immunocytochemistry for substance P
shell on the medial edge (Fig. 2F). The maps of the
Substance P-immunoreactive fibers selectively distribute substance P immunoreactivity illustrating the borders of
in the VP and shell of the NA, and immunoreactive the NA shell and NA core are illustrated in Figure 3 for the
localization of substance P was used as an anatomical three injection sites shown in Figure 2D-F. The injection
marker to localize the VP and accumbal shell and core core of the caudal NA shell hit appears as a darker area in
precisely (Heimer et al., 1991). In order t o verify that the Figure 3A and as a lighter area in Figure 3B that was
fluoro-gold-labeledcells were localized in the VP, adjacent positioned in the center of the NA shell, so that the halo for
sections from the first ten injections as well as six additional this injection did not intrude onto adjacent sections, such as
animals with fluoro-gold deposits in different compart- the diagonal band medially or the NA core laterally. The
ments of the NA were evaluated for substance P immunore- high concentration of substance P immunoreactivity in the
activity in the VP.Because the adjacent frozen sections did islands of Calleja marked the medial border for the NA
not produce quality photographic material, three examples shell. The border between the NA shell and NA core was
from the six additional rats are illustrated. These rats were marked by a region of lower substance P immunoreactivity
given an overdose of pentobarbital, and their brains were that appeared to extend ventrally from the tip of the lateral
perfused via intracardiac infusion of PBS (300 ml) followed ventricle and swept in an arc around the anterior commisby 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS (300 ml). The brain was sure. The lateral NA core injection illustrated in Figure 3C
removed, and coronal sections (50 km thick) were made of and D was positioned at a more rostra1 level than the
the forebrain and ventral tegmental area (VTA) with a injection in Figure 3A and B. The core of the injection site
vibratome. The tissue slices were placed in PBS with 2% was evident as a darker area in Figure 3C and as a lighter
normal goat serum, 1%Triton X-100, and substance P area in Figure 3D surrounding a trio of blood vessels. The
~~~~~

Fig. 2. Specific examples of iontophoretic deposits of fluoro-gold in
compartments of the NA are illustrated in 14 km sections used for in
situ hybridization (A-C) as well as 50 pm sections used for double
labeling for substance P immunoreactivity (D-F). The inner circle
corresponds to the lesion at the site of fluoro-gold deposition, while the
outer circle illustrates the extent of the halo. A Deposit in the
ventromedial NA core, correspondingto rat 2 in Figure 1.B: Deposit in
the NA shell, corresponding to rat 42 in Figure 1. C : Deposit in the
dorsal NA at the border of the NA shell and NA core, corresponding to
rat 14 in Figure 1. D Deposit in the dorsolateral NA core. A higher

magnification of this injection site and the substance P immunoreactivity marking the borders of the NA shell and NA core is illustrated in
Figure 3C and D. E: Deposit in the medial NA shell. A higher
magnification of this site and the corresponding substance P immunoreactive pattern for this section is illustrated in Figure 3A and B. F:
Deposit that just missed the NA shell on the medial edge as illustrated
by the larger magnification of this injection and the corresponding substance P immunoreactivity in Figure 3E and F. ac, anterior commissure; Sh, NA shell; C, NA core. Scale bar = 1.0 mm.
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high concentration of substance P immunoreactivity in the
cone region of the NA shell was more evident at this rostral
level of the NA than in Figure 3B or F. The island of Calleja
was also evident medially as well as the lower level of
substance P immunoreactivity which demarcated the border between the NA shell and NA core regions. The
fluoro-goldinjection in Figure 3E and F illustrated a miss
whose injection core was placed over the island of Calleja
medial to the NA shell. The core of this injection was
evident in Figure 3E and F as a brighter zone that lay
medial to a blood vessel marked by the arrow. This injection
illustrated the topographical distribution of cells retrogradely labeled when the injection core was outside the NA
shell, but the halo definitely penetrated the NA shell.

Retrograde labeling in the VP
Deposits of fluoro-gold were placed into the mediolateral
extremes of the NA to demonstrate the density of the
projection from the VP to the NA as well as to illustrate the
topography of the projection (Figs. 2D-F, 3). The retrogradely labeled neurons in the V P are shown in Figures 4B,
5B, and 6B and were counterstained for substance P
immunoreactivity to identify histochemically the ventral
pallidal borders (Figs. 4A, 5A, 6A). Figure 4 shows a 50 pm
vibratome section from the animals with a fluoro-gold
deposit in the dorsolateral NA core (illustrated in Figs. 2D,
3C,D). Figure 4B shows a high density of cells in the
dorsolateral aspect of the VP. The highest density of cells
located immediately ventral to the anterior commissure is
somewhat obscured by labeled fibers that may represent
backfilled axon collaterals or the distal portions of the
dendrites for these neurons. In addition, a few neurons
were observed in the ventrolateral regions of the VP. In
contrast, the deposit in the NA shell (Fig. 5B) preferentially
labeled a high density of cells in the medial part of the VP.
Very few neurons were labeled within the VP when the
injection core missed the shell (Fig. 6B). However, many
retrogradely labeled cells were seen medial to the substance
P immunoreactivity, corresponding in part to the diagonal
band of Broca.

Double labeling for GAD
and preproenkephalin mRNA
Figures 7-9 are drawings of the topographical location
for retrogradely labeled neurons in the VP that were double
labeled for GAD mRNA (triangles) in comparison with
those that were labeled only with fluoro-gold (circles). The
majority of neurons contributing to both the projection
from the medialVP to NA shell (Fig. 7) and from the lateral
VP to the NA core (Figs. 8, 9) were found to express GAD
mRNA. The number of retrogradely labeled neurons in
these sections was fewer than in Figures 4-6, because the
sections used for in situ hybridization were only 14 pm

Fig. 3. Photographs of the fluoro-gold injection sites in the NA shell
(A) and lateral NA core (C) and a miss whose injection core was just
medial to the NA shell in the island of Calleja (El.
Also shown is the
substance P immunoreactivity in these same sections (B, D, and F,
respectively), demonstrating the borders for the NA shell and NA core.
The dashed lines represent the outer boundary of the halo surrounding
the injection core. The injection core is represented hy a darker area in
A and C and a lighter area in B, D-F. ac, anterior commissure; Sh, NA
shell; C, NA core; Iv, lateral ventricle; ICj, island of Calleja. Scale bar =
0.5 mm.
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thick compared to 50 pm thick for sections double labeled
for substance P immunoreactivity, and the procedures for
in situ hybridization may dampen the fluorescence in these
sections (see Discussion).In some instances, nearly 100%of
the retrogradely labeled cells were double labeled for GAD
mRNA (Fig. 8). Figure 7 shows the pattern of retrograde
labeling from an iontophoretic deposit in the NA shell (rat 5
in Fig. l),at the border with the diagonal band of Broca. In
its rostral aspect, the retrogradely labeled cells were confined to the ventral half of the VP, while more caudal the
cells were localized primarily to the ventromedial quadrant.
An iontophoretic deposit placed more lateral in the NA core
(rat 1 in Fig. 11, dorsomedial to the anterior commissure
resulted in retrogradely labeled cells in the dorsomedial
quadrant of the VP throughout both the subcommissural
(ventral to the anterior commissure) and sublenticu2ar
(ventral of the globus pallidus) aspects (Fig. 8). A final
deposit made more lateral in the NA core surrounding the
medial border of the anterior commissure (rat 10 in Fig. 1)
also resulted in labeled cells in the dorsal half of the VP
(Fig. 9). Although cells labeled from this deposit tended to
reside in the dorsolateral quadrant, they were also observed
more medially.
Figures 7-9 illustrate a rostrocaudal as well as a mediolatera1 topography. The density of retrogradely labeled neurons from the NA shell deposit diminished caudal to the
subcommissural VP, and very few were observed in the
sublenticular VP or substantia innominata. In contrast, the
NA core deposits consistently labeled cells in both the
subcommissural and the sublenticular VP. This topography
did not greatly depend on the rostrocaudal placement of
fluoro-gold in the NA. Thus, regardless of whether the
deposits were in the rostral or caudal NA shell, few cells
were retrogradely labeled in the caudal, sublenticular VP.
Similarly, fluoro-gold deposits in the rostral or caudal NA
core consistently labeled cells in both the subcommissural
and the sublenticular VP. However, deposits in the lateral
NA core tended to label cells more extensively in the
sublenticular than in the subcommissural VP.
Figure 10 shows examples of neurons in the medial VP
that were double labeled for fluoro-gold and mRNA for
GAD. This animal corresponds to the iontophoretic deposit
in the NA shell shown as rat 42 in Figures 1and 2B. As is
indicated in the drawings in Figures 7-9, retrogradely
labeled cells containing mRNA for GAD were abundant. At
higher magnification, the grains over the fluoro-goldlabeled cells are clearly visible (Fig. 10B,D). The iontophoretic deposits resulting in the retrogradely labeled cells
shown in the micrographs in Figure 11 are illustrated in
Figure 1as rats 36 (Fig. 11A,B) and 24 (Fig. C,D). Figure
11A and B shows bright- and darkfield micrographs of
fluoro-gold-labeled cells and cells expressing mRNA for
GAD, respectively, from an iontophoretic deposit at the
ventrolateral edge of the NA core within the NA shell.
Numerous double-labeled cells can be seen. Likewise, the
micrographs shown in Figure 11C and D show doublelabeled cells following an iontophoretic deposit in the NA
core that was placed lateral to the anterior commissure.
Note the high density of labeling in the lateral VP, which
may correspond to backfilling of axon collaterals or dendrites. This pattern typified iontophoretic deposits in the
lateral NA core (see Fig. 4).
There were substantially fewer cells expressing mRNA
for preproenkephalin in the VP than expressing GAD
mRNA. Only a few fluoro-gold-labeledcells contained light
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Fig. 4. Photographs of the substance P immunoreactivity marking
the borders of the subcommissural VP (A) and the retrogradely labeled
neurons in the dorso- and ventrolateral W (B) after a fluoro-gold injection in the lateral NA core as demonstrated in Figures 2D and 3C,D.
With injections into the lateral NA core, the majority of the retro-

L. CHURCHILL AND P.W. KALIVAS

gradely labeled neurons are concentrated in a mass of heavily labeled
fibers, perhaps due to extensive collateralization of backfilled axons or
distal dendrites from these cells. A few cells are present ventral to this
mass of cells and fibers. ac, anterior commissure; VP,ventral pallidum.
Scale bar = 0.2 mm.
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Fig. 5. Photographs of substance P immunoreactivity marking the
borders of the VP (A) and the retrogradely labeled neurons in the
medial VP (B) after a fluoro-gold injection in the NA shell as demonstrated for Figures 2E and 3A,B. The majority of the retrogradely

labeled neurons were clustered in the ventral and medial VP, with no
cells evident in the dorsal and lateral W. The arrows mark an artifact
just dorsal to the VP that appeared under both fluorescence filters and a
blood vessel at the ventral border. Scale bar = 0.2 mm.

labeling for PPE mRNA. Figure 12A and B demonstrates
two such cells. The relatively low levels of mRNA for PPE in
cells in the VP compared to the adjacent striatum made it
difficult to make determinations of double labeling. Thus,
although only a few cells were identified herein as double
labeled for fluoro-gold and PPE mRNA, it is possible that
cells containing fluoro-gold that express low levels of PPE
mRNA may not have been identified as double labeled.

innervates the NA shell, while the dorsal and lateral W
projects primarily to the NA core. In contrast, fluoro-gold
deposits in the medial NA core retrogradely labeled cells in
both the medial and the lateral VP, although they were
predominantly in the dorsal half. The majority of innervation of the NA shell was supplied by neurons in the
subcommissural VP, with substantially fewer cells observed in the more caudal sublenticular VP or substantia
innominata. Such a rostrocaudal gradient in cell density
was not as apparent following deposits in the NA core.

DISCUSSION
Consistent with the report by Groenewegen et al. (19931,
this study demonstrates a mediolateral arrangement in the
projection from the VP to the NA. Thus, the medial VP

Technical considerations
The labeling techniques employed in this study produce
clearly identifiable cells that are double labeled for fluoro-

Fig. 6. Photographs of substance P immunoreactivity (A) marking the subcommissural VP and the retrogradely labeled neurons (B) after a
fluoro-goldinjection whose injection core appeared just medial to the NA shell. The majority of the retrogradely labeled neurons appeared medial
and ventral to the substance P immunoreactive VP, demonstrating that the core of the injection site was responsible for most of the labeling. If the
halo was instrumental in labeling a large number of neurons, then the majority of the labeled cells would have been in the ventromedial vl' as in
Figure 5. The dorsal arrow marks a blood vessel at the ventral border of the ventral pallidum, whereas the ventral arrow marks a blood vessel in the
diagonal band of Broca. ac, anterior commissure; VP, ventral pallidum. Scale bar = 0.2 mm.
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Fig. 7. Drawings of retrogradely labeled cells that were double
labeled with in situ hybridization for glutamic acid decarboxylase
(GAD) mRNA. A low-magnification darkfield photograph was drawn
with the aid of an enlarger and the double-labeled neurons were marked
on this drawing. The pattern of grain clusters over neurons was easily
identified relative to the fiber system markings. A: The fluoro-gold
deposit was on the medial border of the NA shell, corresponding to rat 5
in Figure 1. B-D: Drawings of the rostrocaudal distribution of singleand double-labeled cells in the VF'. Note that retrogradely labeled cells
were confined to the ventral and more medial aspects of the W. Circle,
neuron labeled only with fluoro-gold; triangle, neuron double labeled
for fluoro-gold and GAD mRNA. ac, anterior commissure; NAs, NA
shell; NAc, NAcore; W, ventral pallidum; CPu, caudate-putamen; mfb,
medial forebrain bundle; FStr, fundus striati. Scale bars = 1.0 mm.
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hy exposure time, in some brain regions both light and
heavy expression of mRNA can occur in neurons in the
same section. A prime example of this is the high expression
of preproenkephalin mRNA in striatal cells, while expression per cell is relatively lower in most of the VP. In an
effort to control for this problem, the emulsions from
separate sections in the same animal were examined after
two different exposure times. The shorter exposure time,
5-10 days, maximized visualization of double labeling in
cells expressing large amounts of mRNA, whereas the
longer exposure time, 3-6 weeks, was necessary to visualize
cells in which the mRNA was relatively rare. Because of this
confounding effect, it is likely that the number of doublelabeled cells is underestimated.
Retrograde transport is thought to occur primarily from
the core of the fluoro-gold deposit, with the halo making
only a minor contribution (Schmued and Fallon, 1986;
Schmued and Heimer, 1990; Brog et al., 1993). This view is
reinforced by the retrograde labeling produced by the
deposit shown in Figure 2F, which resulted in relatively few
retrogradely labeled neurons in the substance P immunoreactiveVP (Fig. 6) even though the halo (but not the core) of
the deposit was in the NA shell (Fig. 3E,F).The relative lack
of transport from the halo region is also supported by the
data revealing a discrete topography following fluoro-gold
deposits where no overlap in the placement of the injection
core occurred, but moderate overlap in the halo was present
(Figs. 8, 9). It is possible that some of the retrograde
transport results from fluoro-gold uptake by cut axons
passing through the site of iontophoretic deposit. This is a
special consideration when deposits were placed in the most
medial aspects of the NA where fibers of passage project
from the VP to the prefrontal cortex (Groenewegen et al.,
1993). While this possibility cannot be entirely discounted,
the use of small-diameter glass micropipets (20-40 pm tip
diameter) to deposit the fluoro-gold would produce minimal
damage to axons passing through the deposition site.

Anatomical considerations

gold and mRNA. However, there is a degree of uncertainty
when cells are either densely or lightly expressing mRNA.
Fluorescent cells underlying a very high density of silver
grains can be difficult to identify because the silver grains
shield the fluorescence. Conversely, cells lightly labeled for
mRNA are difficult to identify over background (see Fig.
12). Although the density of silver grains can be controlled

The mediolateral arrangement of the projection from the
VP to the NA roughly parallels the pattern of reciprocal
innervation from the NA to the VP. These results expand
on recent results found in investigations of the pallidalaccumbens projection in cats (Spooren et al., 1992) and rats
(Brog et al., 1993; Groenewegen et al., 1993). Our results
replicate the findings of Brog et al. (1993) and Groenewegen
et al. (1993) that retrogradely labeled cells were present in
both the ventromedial and dorsolateral subterritories of the
VP after deposits restricted to the medial aspect of the NA
core, while injections in the NA shell labeled cells only
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Fig. 8. Drawings of retrogradely labeled cells that were double
labeled with in situ hybridization for GAD mRNA. A. The fluoro-gold
deposit was in the dorsomedial NA core, corresponding to rat 1 in
Figure 1.B-D: Drawings of the rostrocaudal distribution of single- and
double-labeled cells in the W.' Note that retrogradely labeled cells were
confined to the dorsal and more medial aspects of the VP. Circle, neuron
labeled only with fluoro-gold; triangle, neuron double labeled for
fluoro-gold and GAD mRNA. Abbreviations as in Figure 7. Scale bars =
1.0 mm.

Fig. 9. Drawings of retrogradely labeled cells that were double
labeled with in situ hybridization for GAD mRNA. A: The fluoro-gold
deposit was in the NA core a t the medial edge of the anterior
commissure, corresponding to rat 10 in Figure 1.B-D: Drawings of the
rostrocaudal distribution of single- and double-labeled cells in the VP.
Note that retrogradely labeled cells were confined to the dorsal and
more lateral aspects of the VP. Circle, neuron labeled only with
fluoro-gold; triangle, neuron double labeled for fluoro-gold and GAD
mRNA. Abbreviations as in Figure 7. Scale bars = 1.0 mm.

GABAERGIC PALLIDAL-ACCUMBAL PROJECTION

Fig. 10. Neurons double labeled for fluoro-gold and GAD mRNA in
the medial VP. These micrographs were derived from tissue obtained
from the animal (rat 42 in Fig. 1) with the fluoro-gold deposit shown in
Figure 2B. A,B: Low- and high-power fluorescent micrographs of
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fluoro-gold labeling, respectively. C,D: Low- and high-power darkfield
micrographs, respectively, showing clustered silver grains corresponding to cells expressing mRNA for GAD. Note the numerous doublelabeled cells indicated by the arrows. Scale bar = 0.1 mm.
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Fig. 11. Examples of neurons double labeled for fluoro-gold and
mRNA for GAD. A,B: Cells in the VP from an animal with an
iontophoretic deposit at the ventral NA core border with the shell (rat
36 in Fig. 1).C,D: Cells from an animal with an iontophoretic deposit in
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the NA core, lateral to the anterior commissure (rat 24 in Fig. 1).Note
the large amount of fiber-labeling in C and the double-labeled cells
indicated by the arrows. Scale bar = 0.1 mm.
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Fig. 12. Neurons in the VP double labeled for fluoro-gold (A) and
mRNA for preproenkephalin (B). One neuron is clearly double labeled
(solid-headed arrows). A second neuron may also be double labeled, but
the level of mRNA expression is too low for positive identification
(open-headed arrow). Bar = 0.1 mm.

in the medial VP. However, by utilizing relatively small
iontophoretic deposits, a distinct topography of ventral
pallidal neurons labeled from the NA core was revealed.
Thus, deposits in the medial NA core retrogradely labeled
neurons in the medial VP, predominantly in the dorsal half.
In contrast, fluoro-gold deposition in the NA core at or
lateral to the anterior commissure resulted in discrete
labeling of cells in the lateral VP.
Numerous studies clearly demonstrate that the projection from the NA shell preferentially innervates the medial
VP, while the NA core projects to the dorsal and lateral VP
(for reviews, see Heimer et al., 1991; Zahm and Borg, 1992;
Deutch et al., 1993). However, although the efferents from
the NA shell to the VP were distributed densely to both the
subcommissural and sublenticular VP, the neurons projecting back to the bulk of the NA shell were localized primarily
to the more rostra1 subcommissural VP. Even in the NA
core there appeared to be a mediolateral-to-rostrocaudal
topography, with the fluoro-gold deposits in the NA core
lateral to the anterior commissure producing the greatest
density of cells in the sublenticular W. Another striking
difference between the two reciprocal projections is the
number of neurons involved. In previous studies, similarly
sized deposits of fluoro-gold were made into the medial and
dorsolateral, subcommissural VP and it is apparent that the
projection from the NA to the VP involves substantially
more neurons than the reciprocal projection back to the NA
(see Figs. 8, 9 in Churchill et al., 1990; and Figs. 23, 24 in
Heimer et al., 1991). This observation is consistent with
findings of Phillipson and Griffiths (19851,who describe the
ventral pallidal innervation of the NA as minor. However,
studies by Henriksen and coworkers (Hakan et al., 1992;
Henriksen and Giachino, 1993) have used electrical stimulation of either the NA or the VP while making extracellular
recordings of neuronal activity in the converse nucleus.
With this physiological estimate of reciprocal innervation,
the two projections appear equivalent in that an approximately equal number of neurons demonstrated shortlatency alterations in firing frequency in both the NA and
the VP following electrical stimulation. This indicates that,
although fewer neurons are contributing to the projection
from the VP to the NA, their axons may collateralize to
synapse widely in the NA. This possibility remains to be
evaluated using anatomical techniques.
The projection from the VP to the NA was primarily
GABAergic. In some instances, over 80%of the retrogradely
labeled cells expressed GAD mRNA. This is similar to the
reciprocal projection from the NA to the VP, for which
Zahm et al. (1985) observed that almost 90% of the
synapses in the VP contain GAD immunoreactivity. In
contrast, relatively few cells were double labeled for PPE
mRNA, which differs from the case in the reciprocal
projection, where moderate proportions of the cells are
colocalized for enkephalin and GAD (Zahm et al., 1985).

Functional considerations
The highly organized reciprocal topography between the
NA and the VP suggests a feedback regulation between the
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NA and the VP. While studies visualizing synaptic contacts
are necessary to verify such a feedback relationship, the
majority of the projection from the VP back to the NA is
GABAergic, indicating that any such feedback may be
inhibitory. However, in the NA, GABA-immunoreactive
terminals synapse primarily on non-GABAergic neurons
(Pickel et al., 1988). Since the projection to the VP from the
NA is largely GABAergic (Zahm et al., 19851,the pi-ojection
from the VP to the NA does not directly innervate neurons
projecting back to the VP. One possibility is that the ventral
pallidal neurons may innervate aspiny accumbal neurons
containing neuropeptide Y. Massari et al. (1988) observed
that a small percentage of synaptic contacts between accumbal dendrites demonstrating neuropeptide Y immiinoreactivity and GAD-immunoreactive terminals. Alter natively,
25-50% of the neurons projecting from the NA to the VP
express mRNA for the substance P and substance K
precursor, P-preprotachykinin (Napier, personal cclmmunication). The reciprocal GABAergic innervation of the NA
from the VP may innervate these neurons; although direct
anatomical evidence for this possibility is unavailahle.
The NA has long been implicated in the regulation of
locomotor activity, and this behavioral response appears to
result from inhibition of the GABAergic projection to the
VP (for review, see Swerdlow and Koob, 1987a; Mogenson
et al., 1993). This conclusion is supported by the fact that
stimulating GABAAreceptors in the VP prevents locomotion initiated by microinjecting drugs into the NA (Mogenson and Nielsen, 1983; Shreve and Uretsky, 1988, Swerdlow and Koob, 1984; Austin and Kalivas, 1990, 1991b).
Since the microinjection of neurotransmitter analogues
into the VP also elicits motor activity, the projection from
the VP back to the NA may be involved in initiating motor
activity (Swerdlow and Koob, 1987b; Mogenson and Wu,
1988; Baud et al., 1989; Austin and Kalivas, 1990). Supporting this possibility is the observation that microinjection of
the dopamine antagonist fluphenazine into the NA prevents the locomotor response produced by infusing the
GABA antagonist picrotoxin or a p-opioid agonist into the
VP (Austin and Kalivas, 1991a).Furthermore, the microinjection of either drug into the VP increases the level of
dopamine metabolites in the NA, indicating that the accumbal d e r e n t s from the VP may modulate dopamine transmission (Austin and Kalivas, 1991a). Thus the integrity of the
reciprocal connections between the NA and th13 VP is
critical to the manifestation of motor activity elicited
pharmacologically from either nucleus.

CONCLUSIONS
The projection from the VP to the NA pos:;esses a
mediolateral topography, such that the medial VP preferentially projects to the NA shell, while the lateral VP innervates the NA core. The majority of this projection is
GABAergic, while a minor component is enkephalinergic.
Whether enkephalin and GABA coexist in a portic’n of the
projection remains undetermined.
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